
Paseo Del Mar Necklace
Project N8054
Alexandra Smith

The tide pool tones and textures in this necklace bring to mind a tranquil seaside stroll. The design uses Zola Elements

components including a chevron cut-out pendant, ready-made seed bead cable chain, and white pearl acetate findings.

What You'll Need

Zola Elements Bulk Chain, Seed Bead Cable Links 12mm, By the Foot, Rhodium Plated / Tide Pool

SKU: CHA-0256

Project uses 40 inches

Zola Elements Pendant Link, Chevron Arc Cutout Focal 34.5x26mm, 2 Pieces, Antiqued Silver Tone

SKU: PNT-049

Project uses 1 piece

Zola Elements Acetate Connector Link, Coin 14mm, 2 Pieces, Pearl White

SKU: FCO-3351

Project uses 4 pieces

Zola Elements Acetate Pendant, Bar Drop 3x38.5mm, 2 Pieces, Pearl White

SKU: PNT-096

Project uses 4 pieces

Silver Plated Open Jump Rings 4mm 22 Gauge (50)

SKU: FJR-5454

Project uses 25 pieces

Silver Plated Chain Necklace Extender - 2 Inch W/ Lobster Clasp (5)

SKU: AXC-2735

Project uses 1 piece

Recommended Tools: 

[XTL-5600] Sharp Flush Cutter Pliers - For Cutting Beading Wire, 1 Piece, [XTL-0034]

Wubbers Classic Series Round Nose Quality Jeweller's Pliers, [XTL-0020] Baby Wubbers

Quality Fine Chain Nose Jeweller's Pliers

Instructions

This necklace uses a chain extender for adjustable length from 16 to 18 inches.

1. To assemble one side of your necklace: Begin by using flush cutters to cut two lengths of seed bead chain that are 5 beaded links (2.5 inches) each.
Open a 4mm jump ring and slide on one end link of each chain. Also slide on a hole of one acetate connector link. Close the jump ring.

2. Cut two lengths of seed bead chain that are 3 beaded links (1.5 inches) each. Open another jump ring and slide on one end link of each of these chains.
Also slide on the other hole of your acetate connector link from step 1. Close the jump ring.
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3. Open another jump ring and slide on the opposite end links of your chains from step 2. Also slide on a hole of another acetate connector link. Close the
jump ring.

4. Repeat step 2 to attach another two sections of 3 beaded links to the opposite hole of your acetate connector link from step 3. 

5. Now open another jump ring and slide on the opposite end links of your chains from step 4. Also slide on the loop on one side of your chevron pendant.
Close the jump ring.

6. Repeat steps 1 through 5 to assemble the opposite side of your necklace.

7. To embellish your pendant: Begin by cutting ten lengths of seed bead chain that are 3 beaded links (1.5 inches) each. Open a jump ring and slide on one
end link of one of these chain lengths. Also slide on the end hole on one side of your pendant. Close the jump ring. Repeat this step 9 more times to attach
your remaining chain lengths, skipping a hole on the connector after every two chain dangles (see photo for reference). 

8. Open a jump ring and slide on the hole of one acetate bar. Also slide on a hole on your pendant located between two seed bead dangles. Close the
jump ring. Repeat this step 3 more times to attach your remaining 3 acetate bars to the holes between the seed bead dangles, following the order shown in
the photo.

9. To attach your clasp: Use pliers to open the jump ring connecting the clasp on your chain extender, and remove the chain extender. Keep the loop of the
clasp on the jump ring, and slide on the two end links of the chains on one side of your necklace. Close the jump ring.

10. Open another jump ring and slide on one end link of your chain extender. Also slide on the two end links of the chains on the other side of your
necklace. Enjoy!
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